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INN IN ROHR, LOWER BAVARIA

Typical Bavarian restaurant
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Gasthof Sixt

Restaurant & Beer Garden

Discover our comfortable restaurant room, the spacious dividable dining hall and our attractive room 'Jakobus'. You can pick your favorite place at our restaurant. Our facilities are versatile and can be adjusted to meet the requirements of your occasion. We also have frequently welcomed bus travel groups for half a century. During your stop, you will have the opportunity to visit the abbey church of Rohr and the assumption of Mary that was masterly painted by Egid Quirin Asam.

Table reservation
	








Gaststube
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Quaint atmosphere

Our Restaurant Room | 40-50 people

The traditional interiors of our restaurant room create the perfect atmosphere to enjoy our delicious dishes. A highlight for friends of the Bavarian cuisine.









Beer Garden
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Delicious food outside

Beer Garden | up to 200 people

As soon as the weather is warm enough, our guests can also enjoy our delicious food and beverages outside. The cozy beer garden offers shade and relaxation for you to lay back and enjoy a nice summer day.









Room 'Jakobus'
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Personal restaurant

Room 'Jakobus'| up to 25 people

Our room 'Jakobus'  is the smallest and most personal restaurant room that we have. It is ideal for cozy family reunions and small company events or club meetings.









Banqueting Hall
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Celebrations & travel groups

Banqueting Hall | 30-250 people

The large hall of our inn offers sufficient space for celebrations and travel groups of up to 250 persons. Book now and arrange the best dishes and your seating requirements with us.









Terrace
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Sunny terrace

Terrace | 15 people

The large and sunny terrace in front of the house is a very popular place. Located in a quiet area right on Abt-Dominik-Prokop-Platz, you can observe life and hustle and bustle in Rohr up close.
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Bavarian & regional

Bavarian highlights and international specialties

Our excellently managed kitchen offers hearty light meals, Bavarian highlights and international specialties. Delicious dishes to meet any taste! Our lovely cakes and cream cakes round off our offer.

Our restaurant team has many years of experience when it comes to providing excellent food and service at family and company celebrations and all kinds of other events. The quality of our food and the friendly service make sure that our guests always come back to enjoy some real Bavarian hospitality.






Hallertau Speciality

HALLERTAU HOP ASPARAGUS

Hallertau hop asparagus is a very special treat. Once a poor person’s food, it is now considered a delicacy. There are only a few farmers left who painstakingly pull the young shoots of the hop plant out of the ground, in the short season from the end of March to the beginning of April. Local farmers, the Bogenrieder family, deliver freshly picked Hallertau hop asparagus directly to our kitchen. With careful attention to detail, it becomes what our guests really appreciate: an extraordinary, delicious speciality that is hard to beat for its originality.

Hallertauer Hopfenspargel brochure
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Opening hours


Monday - Thursday: 08.00 - 24.00
Friday: rest day

Saturday: 8.00 a.m. - 12.00 a.m
Sunday & holidays: 08.00 - 20.00

Reserve a table
	

















































Contact


Hotel | Restaurant | Catering service Sixt

Asamstraße 1

93352 Rohr in Niederbayern



T. 08783 / 9696-0

F. 08783 9696-30

E. info@hotel-gasthof-sixt.de
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Opening hours

Monday - Thursday: 8.00 AM - 24.00 PM
Friday: We are closed on Fridays

Saturday: 8.00 AM - 12.00 AM
Sunday & holidays: 8.00 AM - 8.00 PM

Arrival on Friday is possible on request. Please contact us by telephone.
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